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Abstract 

In many industries, rigid-plastic methods of analysis are a useful design aid for 
safety calculations, hazard assessments and forensic investigations of ductile 
structures, which are subjected to large dynamic loads producing an inelastic 
rsponse. This paper examines the behaviour of a rectangular plate struck at the 
centre by a rigid mass impact loading.  A theoretical method has been developed 
previously which retains the influence of finite transverse displacements, or 
geometry changes. It is used in this paper to predict the maximum permanent 
transverse displacements of plates having boundary conditions characterised by a 
resisting moment mM0 around the entire boundary, where m = 0 and m = 1 give 
the two extreme cases of simply supported and fully clamped supports, 
respectively.  
     The theoretical predictions are compared with some experimental data 
recorded on fully clamped metal rectangular plates having a range of aspect 
ratios and struck by masses travelling with low impact velocities up to nearly 
7m/s and which produce large ductile deformations without failure. The 
theoretical analysis gives reasonable agreement with the corresponding 
experimental data for masses having blunt, conical and hemisperical impact 
faces.  
     For sufficiently large initial impact energies, the projectile would perforate a 
plate and, for completeness, a useful design equation is presented which predicts 
perforation energies larger than all of the test data, as expected.  
Keywords: rectangular plate, square plate, mass impact, rigid-plastic analysis, 
large permanent transverse displacements, metal plate, simply supported, fully 
clamped, experiments, perforation.   
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1 Introduction 

Simple and reliable theoretical methods are still valuable for design purposes, 
particularly for preliminary design and hazard assessments, and for forensic 
investigations after accidents. A theoretical rigid-plastic method was developed 
in [1] which retained the influence of large transverse displacements (i. e., 
geometry changes, or membrane effects) and which has been used to predict the 
maximum permanent transverse displacements, or damage, of rectangular plates 
when subjected to a pressure pulse causing plastic strains. It was shown how this 
method can be simplified with an approximate yield condition which allows 
useful design equations to be obtained. This method was also used to examine 
the impulsive, or blast, loading of rectangular plates, and good agreement was 
found with experimental results recorded on ductile metal plates having various 
aspect ratios [2-4]. The method was extended to obtain the behaviour of circular 
plates [4-6] and square plates [6] struck by a solid mass at the centre, and again 
good agreement was reported with the maximum permanent transverse 
displacements observed in experimental tests on ductile metal plates. 
     This paper extends the above theoretical method to obtain the maximum 
permanent transverse displacements, or ductile damage, for a rectangular plate 
struck by a solid mass at the centre. It turns out that a relatively simple equation 
was obtained which gives good agreement with experimental data recorded on 
ductile metal rectangular plates having a range of aspect ratios from 0.4 to 1 and 
reported in [7].  
     Thus, design equations are now available for predicting the maximum 
permanent transverse displacements, or damage, for circular plates and 
rectangular plates (including square plates and beams) subjected to pressure 
pulses (including the limiting case of an impulsive loading) or central solid mass 
impacts. Moreover, these equations have been tested against experiments on 
ductile metal plates and are therefore suitable for design purposes, safety 
calculations and hazard assessments.  
     The next section of this paper provides a brief outline of the theoretical 
method which is used in section 3 to examine the behaviour of a rectangular 
plate subjected to a mass impact loading. Section 4 discusses briefly the 
experimental details of the data obtained on mild steel rectangular plates struck 
by a mass at the plate centre which produces large ductile deformations without 
any failure. Sections 5 and 6 contain a discussion and conclusions, respectively. 

2 Theoretical method for dynamic loading of plates 

A theoretical procedure was developed in [1] to provide the permanently 
deformed profile of an arbitrary shaped ductile plate, when subjected to large 
static or dynamic loads which produce plastic strains. The material is assumed to  
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be rigid, perfectly plastic with a yield stress σo and the plate has a uniform 
thickness H and the governing equations can be simplified and written in the 
form  
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where G is an impact mass, and μ is the mass per unit surface area of a plate. The 
transverse displacement of a plate is w, while w and w  are the associated 

velocity and acceleration. W is the transverse displacement of the plate 
immediately underneath a striking mass.  
     The terms on the left hand side of equation (1) are the work rate due to the 
inertia forces, where A is the surface area of a plate. The first term on the right 
hand side of equation (1) is the energy dissipated in any continuous deformation 
fields. The second term gives the energy dissipated in n plastic bending hinges, 
each having an angular velocity  /

m
w r   across a hinge of length mC . The 

final term is the plastic energy absorption in ν transverse shear hinges, each 
having a velocity discontinuity  uw and a length uC . Equation (1) ensures that 

the external work rate equals the internal energy dissipation.  
     This general equation has been used to study the dynamic plastic response of 
beams, and of circular, square and rectangular plates subjected to dynamic 
pressure pulses and also blast loadings [1–4], and for beams, circular and square 
plates struck at the mid-span by a rigid mass [4–6]. It is used in this paper to 
examine a rectangular plate struck by a rigid mass at the centre, and, since large 
ductile deformations are studied without any material failure, or perforation, the 
transverse shear term in equation (1) is not considered further. Thus, the yield 
condition consists of four generalised stresses which can be related by the 
limited interaction surface shown in Figure 2 of [6]. However, if a deformation 
profile consists only of rigid regions separated by plastic hinges, then the exact 
yield condition in Figure 1 governs plastic flow along the hinge lines. A square 
yield condition circumscribes the exact yield condition (maximum normal stress 
yield criterion), while another one which is 0.618 times as large would inscribe 
it, thus providing upper and lower bounds on the exact yield condition according 
to a corollary of the limit theorems [4].  
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Figure 1: Yield conditions along the plastic hinge lines (including the 
supports) which develop within the rectangular plate in Figure 2. 

 

3 Mass impact loading of a rectangular plate 

The kinematically admissible transverse velocity field in Figure 2 is assumed to 
govern the response of the rectangular plate (2Lx2B) in Figure 3, which has a 
moment resistance mMo around the supports (m = 0 and m = 1 give the simply 
supported and the fully clamped cases, respectively, but intermediate cases (0 < 
m < 1) are included in the analysis). It is assumed that the mass strikes the centre 
of a rectangular plate, has a negligible cross-section  when compared with the 
plate dimensions, B and L, and produces a response characterised by the 
transverse velocity profile in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Pyramidal-shaped transverse velocity field for a rigid, perfectly 

plastic rectangular plate struck at the centre as shown in Figure 3. 
(a) plan view of plastic hinge lines which develop across diagonals 
and at boundaries (except for the simply supported case when 
m = 0 on the four boundaries). (b) side view (in y direction) of 
pyramidal-shaped transverse velocity field at time t.  

     Equation (1) can be written    
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Figure 3: Rectangular plate struck at the centre by a rigid mass G  travelling 

with an impact velocity 0V . The bending resistance around the four 

supports  is 0mM , where 0 ≤ m ≤ 1 and 0M  is the plastic limit 

moment per unit length of the plate cross-section.  

for an initially flat, rigid, perfectly plastic plate which deforms into a number of 
rigid regions separated by r stationary straight line plastic hinges, each of length 

ml . m  is the relative angular velocity across a straight line hinge, w is the 

transverse displacement along a hinge, and N and M are the membrane force and 
bending moment, respectively, which act on a plane which passes through a 
hinge and is transverse to the mid-surface of a plate.  
     Equation (2) for the impact problem in Figure 3, when using the transverse 
velocity field in Figure 2 and the square yield condition in Figure 1, yields the 
governing equation  

   2/1 22  HmWW   (3) 
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Solving equation (3) for the initial condition w = 0 at t = 0 and satisfying the 

conservation of linear momentum at t = 0 (i.e.,  3110 VW , where 0V  is 

the initial velocity of the striking mass), then, for the fully clamped case with m 
= 1, the dimensionless maximum permanent transverse displacement is 
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     Equation (5) for a square plate with β = 1 reduces to the corresponding 
equation developed in [6].  A more complete version of this analysis, which 
predicts the response duration and other features, will be published in due 
course.  

4 Experimental details 

The plates in the theoretical analysis reported in section 3 undergo wholly ductile 
deformations without any material failure or perforation. Some of the data for the 
perforation study reported in [7] on rectangular plates were obtained for lower 
impact velocities than those required for perforation and gave rise to wholly 
ductile behaviour of a rectangular plate without failure. This data is reported in 
Table 1.  

Table 1:  Experimental data for rectangular plates struck at mid-span. H = 

4mm, 0  = 262 MPa, G = 11.8 kg for blunt-tipped projectiles and 

G = 19 kg for hemispherically-tipped and conically-tipped 
projectiles [7].  

   shape       β   2Lx2B 

  ( 2mm ) 
      0V  

    (m/s) 

          

HW f /  

    blunt       0.4   100x250      6.49      7.42      2.10* 
    blunt       0.5   100x200      6.49      7.42      2.03 
    blunt       0.66   100x150      6.26      6.90      2.20 
    blunt       0.66   100x150      6.42      7.25      1.83 
    blunt        1   100x100      6.42      7.25      1.84 
    blunt        1   200x200      6.57      7.60      2.12 
hemisph’l       0.4   100x250      6.86    13.34      2.74* 
hemisph’l       0.5   100x200      6.72    12.79      2.66 
hemisph’l       0.66   100x150      6.57    12.23      2.51 
hemisph’l        1   100x100      6.42    11.67      2.36 
hemisph’l        1   200x200      6.86    13.32      2.91 
  conical       0.5   100x200      6.57    12.23      2.51* 
  conical       0.66   100x150      6.64    12.51      2.40* 
  conical        1   100x100      5.60      8.89      2.01 
  conical        1   200x200      6.64    12.51      2.76* 

 

*Indicates that the plating has cracked underneath the projectile impact location. 
 
     The uniaxial tensile characteristics of the H = 4 mm thick mild steel plate are 

0  = 262 MPa, u  = 359 MPa and f  = 37.5%. The projectiles have a 10.16 

mm diameter (d) body, and the impact faces are blunt, hemispherical or conical 
(90º included angle). A drop hammer rig was used for the tests and the impact 
mass (G) was 11.8 kg for the blunt-tipped projectiles and 19 kg for the 
hemispherically-tipped and conically-tipped projectiles. The initial impact 
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velocity ( 0V ) was recorded using a laser Doppler velocimeter [8] and the 

maximum permanent transverse displacements were measured at the plate centre. 
Further details of the test arrangement is reported in [7, 9, 10]. 

5 Discussion 

It is evident from equation (5) that the theoretical predictions for /fW H collapse 

on to a single curve irrespective of the plate aspect ratio β when  22 1    

is used in the abscissa, as shown in Figure 4. A yield stress  0.618 0  inscribes 

the exact yield condition in  Figure 1 and gives rise to the  “upper bound”  
predictions according  to equation (5) in Figure 4. The experimental data in 
Table 1 is also plotted in Figure 4 for values of  0.4 ≤ β ≤ 1 and for three shapes 
of the projectile impact faces. First of all, it is evident that most of the 
 

 
———— : equation (5), circumscribing yield condition 
– – – – – –: equation (5), inscribing yield condition  
experimental data from Table 1: 
X, ○, ◊; β = 0.4, 0.5, 0.66, respectively. 
□, ■; β = 1 for 200mm x 200mm and 100 x 100mm plates, respectively.  
superscripts 1, 2 and 3 denote projectiles with hemispherical, blunt and conical 
 (90º included angle) impact faces, respectively.  

 
Figure 4: Maximum dimensionless permanent transverse displacements at 

the centre of fully clamped rectangular plates versus the 
dimensionless initial kinetic energy.  
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       21.053.1 ///4/ dSHdHdp  

experimental data is bounded by the “upper” and “lower” bound predictions of 
equation (5). Secondly, a trend is discerned which indicates that the experimental 
data migrates from the “lower bound” curve to the “upper bound” curve as β 
decreases for both the hemispherically-tipped and blunt-tipped projectiles. 
However, it should be noted that both of the β = 0.4 plates had some cracking 
underneath the impact site. The experimental results for the conical projectiles 
are not distinct from those for the two other projectile nose shapes and remained 
fairly close to the “lower bound” predictions of equation (5); all of these plates, 
except one, had cracked underneath the projectile impact location. 
     The rectangular plates in [7] are made from mild steel which usually is a 
strain rate sensitive material, although the dynamic material characteristics are 
not available for this particular plate material. The dynamic stress state in a 
rectangular plate is complex and is not uniaxial. In this regard, it is interesting to 
observe in Figure 11 of [11] that the maximum permanent transverse deflections 
of impulsively loaded rectangular plates made from aluminium alloy 6061T6, 
which is an essentially strain rate insensitive material, and mild steel, differ by 
about 10-15%, whereas the difference would be nearer 30-40% for a similar 
comparison on beams [3, 12] which have a less complex stress state. 
Nevertheless, if strain rate effects were incorporated into equation (5), as shown 
in [4] for blast loaded plates, then the theoretical curves in Figure 4 would be 
lower, although the strain rate effects for the low impact velocities in Table 1 are 
not expected to be large as those in [11] for blast loadings. It should be remarked 
that large plastic strains cause a reduction in the material strain rate effect [13], 
when compared with relatively small strain problems.  
      The experimental study reported in [7] has examined the threshold conditions 
for the perforation of plates which occurs at impact energies larger than those 
associated with the data for the wholly ductile deformations in Table 1. A 
perforation equation  
 
 (7)

was presented at the 1992 SUSI meeting [14] for circular plates, struck by 
cylindrical projectiles having blunt impact faces and travelling at low velocities. 
It turns out that this equation gave good estimates for the dimensionless 
perforation energy, p , of rectangular mild steel plates when the span, S, is 

taken as the plate breadth 2B.  
     Equation (7) for 2B = 100mm predicts p = 8.72, while 2B = 200mm gives 

p = 9.77. These values are larger than the experimental results for the square 

plates struck by blunt-tipped projectiles in Table 1 and Figure 4 (identified with a 

superscript 2) since  22 / 1p    = p for β = 1. The factor  22 / 1    

in equation (5), which is used for the abscissa in Figure 4, is 0.69Ω, 0.80Ω and 
0.92Ω for β = 0.4, 0.5 and 0.66, respectively, and yields the corresponding 

values of  22 / 1p    = 6.01, 6.97 and 8.01. As anticipated, these values lie 
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above all of the corresponding rectangular plate data struck by blunt-tipped 
projectiles, which are identified with a superscript 2 in Figure 4. Moreover, the 
experimental results in [7, 9] reveal that the threshold values of the 
dimensionless perforation energy, p , are higher for projectiles having 

hemispherical and conical impact faces in this series of experimental tests.    

6 Conclusions 

A theoretical rigid, perfectly plastic method, which has been developed 
previously for initially flat plates having an arbitrary shaped boundary and 
subjected to either static or dynamic loadings which produce large plastic strains 
and finite transverse displacements, has been used to study the behaviour of a 
rectangular plate struck by a mass at the centre. A relatively simple equation has 
been derived for the maximum permanent transverse displacements which can be 
used for preliminary design purposes and accident investigations. The theoretical 
predictions have been developed for a plate having a resisting moment mM0, 0 < 
m < 1, on the entire boundary. In the particular case of m = 1 for the fully 
clamped case, the theoretical predictions were compared with some experimental 
data recorded on fully clamped rectangular plates having aspect ratios between 
0.4 and 1 (square) and struck transversely by masses with cylindrical bodies 
travelling up to about 7m/s. The theoretical predictions provide a reasonable 
estimate of the corresponding experimental data.  
     For completeness, an empirical equation has been used to predict the initial 
impact energy required to perforate a plate by a blunt-faced missile. This 
equation predicts perforation energies which lie above all of the corresponding 
experimental data for large-mass and low-velocity impacts on steel plates.  
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